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Abstract 

Special configurations of horizontal and vertical bending magnets can rotate the 
-spin vector from the vertical to the longitudinal direction. The compact and tunable 

LEP spin rotator discovered recently fits neatly into the list of such configurations that 
generate a group of 24 rotation operators. It is shown that any of these configurations 
can be achieved with a string of 8 simple dipoles. Results can, in principle, be applied 
to electron or proton beams. 

1. Introduction 

It has been shown’ that it is possible to find special configurations of horizontal 
and vertical bending magnets which will rotate the spin polarization vector from the 
vertical (or horizontal) direction to the longitudinal direction and at the same time have 
the following important attributes. 

1. The configuration can be inserted into a drift region and will not change the 
overall direction of the beam. 

2. The operation performed on the spin polarization vector is independent of the 
energy of the beam. 

3. The configurations do not induce dispersion in the regions outside of the region 
of the configuration itself. 

In Ref. 1, it was also shown that these configurations and combinations of them 
could generate a group of 24 operators isomorphic to the group of rotational symmetries 
of a cube (Ott ahedral Group). 
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Recently an investigation2 of configurations of this type lead to the discovery of one 
previously unreported which also is the most economic in that it requires less integrated 
field than those previously known. When the operation which it performs on the three .- 
components of the spin vector was examined it was found that it neatly provided the 
two operations needed to complete the list of simple magnet configurations which rotate 
vertical spin into longitudinal spin. This new configuration is called the Compact LEP 
Rotator. 

2. Operation of the Compact LEP Rotator 

-To describe the operation of the new Vertical Compact LEP Rotator (VLR) on 
the components of the spin polarization vector we use the same conventions described 
in Ref. 1 where V(+45”) and H(+90”) denote the orthogonal (3 x 3) matriz operators --C 

._ representing precession of +45” or +90” in vertical or horizontal bending magnets. The 
new VLR configuration of magnets is shown in Fig. 1, where only its action on the 

- vertical component of the initial spin vector is shown. The overall operation of this 
configuration on all of the components of the spin vector p is obtained by the sequential 
application of the operator for each bend magnet. 

p’ = V( +45”)H( +9O”)V( -45”)H( -180°)V( -45”)H(+90”)V( +45”) p . (24 

Wewill represent this configuration by the notation, VLR(+45”, +90°) and rewrite 
Eq. (2.1) as 

p’ = VLR(+45”, +90°) p . (2.2) 

which after the matrix calculation becomes, 

Pf=(i H :) (f) or p’=(->) . (2.3) 

As expected, we note that the vertical component V of the initial vector has now been 
rotated to become the longitudinal component. The matrix operator is described in 
Ref. 1 and given an identifying label Es. We could now write 

P'=& P (2.4) 

The operator Es is but one of 24 operators representing the group of rotational symme- 
tries of a cube. In Ref. 1, all these operators are described in both matrix form and in a 
second more compact form whereby the eigenvector (rotational axis) is calculated and 
speci.fied along with a rotational angle about that axis. Thus the operator Ed represents 
a rotation of +90” about the unit vector +i which is along the horizontal axis. The 
complete list of all such operators is given in Table I. 

By permuting the field directions and recalculating we obtain: 
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Figure 1: The 7 VLR magnets, orbit and action on vertical spin component. 

.- _ _ . 

Table I: Summary of the 24 operators of the Octahedral Group with respective ro- 
tation angles and eigenvectors (rotation axes). 

AI&~ +120”, -120” al = l/3(+& + t.hj + 4%) 

AZ, A;’ +120”, -120” a2 = l/3(+&% - &j - &k) 

As, AT1 +120”, -120” a3 = l/3(-& + fij - fik) 

A4, AT1 +120°, -120” a4 = l/3(-&% - fij + fik) 

Cl 180” cl =fk 

c2 180” c2 = fi 

c3 180” c3 = &j 

I 0” 

DI 180” dl = 1/2(&&i 7 fik) 

D2 180” d2 = l/2(*&% f fik) 

D3, D;l +90”, -90” & = +j 

El 180” el = 1/2(&&j F fik) 

E2 180” e2 = 1/2(fdj f fik) 

Es, EF1 +90”, -90” e3 = +i 

Sl 180” sl = 1/2(&&G f Jzj) 
-- 

.I - 

s2 180” s2 = 1/2(&&i F tij) 

s3, ST1 +90”, -90” SR = +k 
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.VLR(+45”, &90°) = 0 0 .-. (; ; ;l)=Es (+(-;) 

VLR(-45”, k90°) = (; j)l ;) =E;l 0 (T) ti (-;) (2’5) 

where the operation Eil is also shown in Table I. 

The entire ensemble of magnets in Fig. 1 can be rolled about the beam axis by 
90”. We describe this action by calling this configuration the Horizontal Compact LEP 
Rotator HLR and note that the operation upon the spin polarization vector is given 

- by the operators D3 and Dyl in Table I. 

3. Generation of the remaining symmetry operators 

It was shown in Sec. 2 how the VLR(f45”, &90°) and HLR( f90”, f45”) con- 
figurations are associated with the operators Es, ET1, D3, and Dyl. Reference 1 
61~0 describes similar correspondences between the serpents denoted as V(Z!Z+, M) or 
H(f$, M) with the 8 operators identified by the letter A and the two snake operators 
S3 and S,‘, the Left-Right Snakes LR(flC,, 3~0) with the operators D1 and D2, and 
half of .n Up-Down snake termed UD(zi$, M) with the corresponding operators El 
and E2. By combining some of these configurations in sequence the remaining operators 
Cl, C2, C3, S1 and S2 can also be generated along with ES, EF’, D3, and Dgl, the 
four operators which we now find can be obtained more simply without the need of 
sequential configurations. 

A brief summary of these configurations and the corresponding operators cited in 
Ref. 1 is recalled here: 

V( f45”, ~45”) = H( f45”, f45”) = S3 V( f45”, f45”) = H( ~45”, f45”) = S,’ 

(3.1) 
V( +90”, k90”) = Al ,2 V(-90”, f90’) = A3,4 

H(+90”, f90°) = A;: H( -90”) *90°) = A;; 

LR( f90”, +45”) = D1 LR(f90°, -45’) = D2 

UD( +45”, &90°) = E2 UD(-45”, *90°) = El 
(3.2) 

VLR( +45”, k90”) = E3 VLR( -45”) k90”) = ET1 

HLR( f90”, +45”) = D3 HLR(fSO”, -45”) = D;l 
.-- 

where the last two lines are the configurations reported here and have now been added. 
There are 18 operators listed here and we can add the identity operator by setting the 
fields of all magnets to zero. Next, we note that all 19 operators can be obtained using a 
single string of 8 magnets (4 horizontally bending magnets alternating with 4 vertically 
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Figure 2: Examples of eight magnets configured to perform different operations. _  . 

bending magnets). Examples of how this is done are shown in F ig. 2  and a  complete 
list of operators and corresponding configurations is given in Table II. 

4. Conclusions 

O f the operators shown in Table II, there are 8  which rotate the vertical component  
of the initial spin polarization vector into the longitudinal direction. These 8  operators 
are Al, AZ, As, A4, El, Ez, Es, and ET1. Either examination of Table I or Ref. 1  
shows that these 8  are the only operators of the set of 24  which have this property. In 
Ref. 1, only the first 6  of this list were known to be obtainable from a  short simple string 
of magnets (less than 8  magnets) whereas we now know how to obtain all 8  operators 
in this manner.  By placing a  string of 8  magnets on either side of an  Interaction Point 
(IP) it is possible to provide longitudinal polarization at the IP while at the same time  
generating an overall operation which is desired such as that of a  rotator (I), a  snake 
or another of the 24 possibilities. A mu ltiplication table which shows the product of 
two successive operations whereby the first is one which causes the polarization to be 
longitudinal can be found in Ref. 1  but is not shown here due to lack of space. 

.-- 
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Table II: Configurations using 8 magnets showing the operators generated. 

Op;erator 

A1 
A2 

A3 

A4 

AT1 
AY1 
A21 
All 
Dl 

-D2 

El 

E2 

. D3 

D;l 

E3 

ET1 

s3 

S,l 

BL max 
(T-4 

r Magnet T 
H 
- 
- 
- 
- 

90 
-90 
90 

-90 
45 
45 

-45 
-45 
- 
- 
- 
- 

45 
45 

-45 
-45 
- 
- 

- 

45 
-45 

45 
-45 

2.309 

V H V H V 
90 90 -180 -180 90 
90 -90 -180 180 90 

-90 90 180 -180 -90 
-90 -90 180 180 -90 
90 -180 -180 90 90 
90 180 -180 -90 90 

-90 -180 180 90 -90 
-90 180 180 -90 -90 
90 -90 -180 90 90 

-90 -90 180 90 -90 
90 90 -180 -90 90 

-90 90 180 -90 -90 
-45 90 90 -180 -90 
-45 -90 90 180 -90 
45 90 -90 -180 90 
45 -90 -90 180 90 
90 -45 -180 -45 90 

-90 -45 180 -45 -90 
90 45 -180 45 90 

-90 45 180 45 -90 
45 90 -45 -180 -45 
45 -90 -45 180 -45 

-45 90 45 -180 45 
-45 -90 45 180 45 
45 -90 -90 45 45 

-45 90 90 -45 -45 
45 -45 -90 90 45 

-45 45 90 -90 -45 
45 45 -90 -90 45 

-45 -45 90 90 -45 
-45 -90 90 45 -45 
45 90 -90 -45 45 

2.309 4.618 4.618 4.618 2.309 

- 
be and Precession AI le 

H 
90 

-90 
90 

-90 

- 
- 
- 

-45 
-45 
45 
45 
90 

-90 
90 

-90 
45 
45 

-45 
-45 
90 

-90 
90 

-90 
- 
- 

.-45 
45 
45 

-45 
- 
- 

2.309 

V 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

- 
- 
- 

45 
45 

-45 
-45 
- 
- 
- 
- 

45 
45 

-45 
-45 
- 
- 
- 

- 
- 
- 
- 

1.155 

T Sum of Angles 

720" 

630" 

540" 

360" 
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